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DETAILS

Before moving to the United States, Kate received her bachelor’s degree in
information management from the Queen’s University of Belfast in Northern
Ireland.
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Kate Megaw, CST, PMP is the Chief Operating Officer of the Braintrust Consulting
Group where she specializes in working with executives and C-level professionals
in addition to serving as an Agile Coach and Trainer. Kate is a dynamic Project
Management Professional with more than 15 years experience in successfully
planning, directing, tracking, and managing complex projects. Before
co-founding The Braintrust Consulting Group, Kate worked as a project manager
for the global leader in Corporate Actions automation. Now she uses her years
of experience to guide clients through the transition from a waterfall to Agile
delivery model. Kate is client-focused with finely honed communication and
presentation abilities, complemented by strong planning, organizational, and
people management skills. Kate is a motivator and encourager and is happiest
when she breaks through to a client and leads them to the ‘aha’ moment.

SOPHIE

“Kate has a great mix of agile theory, real work applicability, and motherly patience.
We never had team members ask why Kate was there; the teams always asked when
she was coming back again.” – Ken

TRAVELING

SCRAPBOOKING

“Kate is an incredible teacher, very clear and concise with her delivery and knowledge
of content.” – Doug

HOMETOWN

“Kate has absolutely mastered soft skills and uses them consistently to facilitate critical
discussions. She helped us address impediments and resolve conflicts.” – Juneane
“Kate’s enthusiasm and energy inspires others to seek out learning opportunities
independently thereby developing their own passion. There is always a sense of
excitement among the staff whenever they are presented with the opportunity to work
with Kate for training, coaching, retrospectives – in any capacity.” – Jen

PERSONAL SLOGAN: “IF WE WORK TOGETHER, WE CAN SOLVE ANY PROBLEM.”

